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A man describes his
reactions to the Vagina
Monologues

50 First Dates
gets a B- from
critic Mikey Vu

Pacific baseball
team gets an AllStar coach
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Vagina Monologues brings awarness and awe
By Golden Vansant
News Editor

Photograph by Kristen Hess

}AY: The Vagina Monologues returned to Pacific for the second year in a row, raising over $8,000
'he San Joaquin Women's Center. The event was sponsored by Pacific Theater Arts and ASUOP. For
story, see Monologues raise issues, funds on page 7.

On Saturday, Feb. 21,
Dance for a Chance returned
to Pacific for another suc
cessful marathon of booty
shakin' fun. There were 12
registered teams, and each
team had a goal of a $100
donation per member. This
year's event raised over
$8,000 at last count with do
nations still coming in.
The organization that will
benefit from the event is the
Elizabeth Glaser Pediatric
AIDS Foundation.
The
foundation aims to eradicate
pediatric AIDS, provide care
and treatment to people
with HIV/AIDS, and accel
erate the discovery of new
treatments for other serious
and life-threatening pediat
ric illnesses.
Saturday night was a
chance for the Pacific 'com
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munity to show their pride,
help a good cause, and get
their collective groove on
until the wee hours.
Those not willing to stay
the whole 16 hours of the
marathon came and went
throughout the night bring
ing support for the teams
and donations for the cause.
Some members of Pacific's
administration were even
there, including Steve Jacobson and Julie Sina. Amy Simonson, who helped to orga
nize the event said, " It was
great to see so many people
from the administration out
showing their support for the
efforts we made."
It looks like Dance for a
Chance is becoming a Pa
cific tradition with successful
events held for the last few
years. Simonson said, "The
event was a lot of fun, but I
must admit that I was glad
when it was over."

Pacific students weigh candidates' virtues
fT r

L Jeff Swartz
;e :pectives Editor

On March 2, often referred
as "Super Tuesday," peoe living in California as
ell as many other states
have the opportunity
ote in the nation's most
edsive primary.
A the first major election
ce the 2000 Florida-fi:o, this election could be
- closest in our nation's
dory and one vote could
ually make a difference,
uming it's counted.
So far, the candidates for
e 2004 presidential race
'ave narrowed from a field
' nine to five. For the Demcrats this year, there are a
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variety of candidates with
colorful backgrounds that
are all vying for the nation's
most sought-after public ser
vice postion.
From North Carolina, Sen
ator John Edwards, the son of
a mill worker and a former
trial lawyer, has largely based
his campaign as the only
Democratic candidate that
can win in the south and fo
cusing on prioritizing trade,
education and healthcare as
the most important issues.
From Massachusetts, fourtime Senator John Kerry,
the democratic front-run
ner, has the momentum,
delegates and the money to
easily become the democratic
nominee. Senator Kerry is
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largely basing his campaign
on restoring leadership in
the White House by enhanc
ing healthcare, education and
increasing jobs. From Ohio,
Rep. Dennis Kucinich has a
campaign focusing on peace
with a large emphasis on
anti-war policies. Although
Kucinich has campaigned
in over 20 states thus far, he
has failed to gain at least 20
percent of the vote in any
state. And lastly, Reverend
A1 Sharpton entered the
presidential race supporting
fundamental human rights.
On Sunday, consumer advo
cate Ralph Nader entered the
2004 presidential race as an
independent. In 2000, Nader
ran for President on the Green
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Party
ticket and3 earned
three
percent of the national vote.
Many left wing and moder
ate Democrats, including
Green party members have
lobbied for Nader not to
run this year, because they
feel that he will take votes
away from the Democratic
nominee.
Pacific students expressed
their views on the presiden
tial race in a variety of ways.
Sundeep Ambati, a junior
and political science major
is voting for Senator John
Kerry next Tuesday because
he feels that, "Kerry is the
Democrats' best bet to beat
Bush."
Marisa Earll, a sophomore
Business major, is planning
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voting
for
Senator John
Edwards because she likes
his views and feels that he is
"suave, appealing and presi
dential."
On the other end of the po
litical spectrum, Greg Mateo,
a sophomore business major
is voting to re-elect President
Bush because he feels that,
"Bush has provided stability
for this country and is the
only candidate to continue
the trend."
Mateo does not want a
transitional period and feels
that Bush is the only person
who can move the country
forward. Mateo argues that,
"Bush isn't the best President
or anything, but he makes the
best President at this time."

www.thepacific^t
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Passport to Pacific work
shops
University Chaplain Joy
Preisser will lead a discus
sion-based workshop today
between 12 noon to 1 p.m.
The workshop is entitled,

BRIEFS
"Student
Leaders from
Pacific's Faith-based Student
Organizations Tell All," and
will be held in McCaffrey
Center's Pine Room.
On Tuesday, Mar. 2, Mar
garet Leary, the Associate
Director of Housing, will
hold a workshop titled, "EQ
and You: Leading with Emo-

tional Intelligence."
This workshop will be
held between 5:30 to 7:30 in
the Pine Room.
PKL musicians to give
address
Three students in the Con
servatory of Music who are
all members of the honor so
ciety Pi Kappa Lambda will
present the results of their
research in three different
fields: music therapy, music
history and music composi
tion.
The address will be pre
sented tonight, Feb. 26 at 7:
30 p.m. in the Recital Hall;
admission is free and every
one is invited.
Ladies Climbing Night
Campus Recreation is
holding a Ladies Night event

at the SmFuFitness Center
rock-climbing wall. Pacific
women have the run of the
wall tonight between 7—9
p.m.
Campus Safety Walk to
night
At 8 p.m. tonight ASUOP
will conduct a semi-annual
Campus Safety Walk.
The purpose of the walk is
to make note of potentially
unsafe locations around cam
pus and make recommenda
tions on how these areas can
be improved.
All members of the Pacific
community are invited to
participate in the walk; par
ticipants are asked to RSVP
with the ASUOP office at 946
2233.

Resident Artist piano
recital
Professor of piano Frank
Wiens, from the Conserva
tory of Music, will give a
piano recital in Faye Spanos
Concert Hall on Feb. 27 at 7:
30 p.m.
The recital will feature
compositions by Bach, Cho
pin, Haydn and other noted
composers.
The recital is free and ev
eryone is welcome.
African-American Alum
ni reception
On Feb. 29 there will be a
reception for African-Ameri
can Pacific alumni.
The reception will be held
in the Regents Dining Room
between 3-5 p.m.
Please call 946 2166 for
more information.

Rock the Vn

ASUOP Elections
March 9

10 a.m to 1 p.m. @ Elben<
2 p.m. to 5 p.m. @ McCai
Center
March 10

9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. a $
of Pharmacy
4 p.m. to 7 p.m. @ Elbert (
Dining Hall
March 11

9 a.m. to 3 p.m. @ McCal
Center
4 p.m. to 7 p.m. (S Li~ra

Check out The Pacifica,
special Election Issue on N
4 for profiles and perspec
pieces on each ASL 01
presidential candidate

Computing Safely: Preparing for disaster
By David Lundy
IT S e c u r i t y O f f i c e r

Hard disks that store
information on personal
computers are quite reli
able.
If you run your comput
er long enough, however,
the hard disk will fail.
It could be a disk failure
or corruption of your disk
because of a virus.
Unfortunately most of us
don't really expect that to
happen and don't prepare
for it.
Last week's column
talked about the various
devices which could be
used to back up your im
portant files.
This week the topic is
backing up the whole disk.
If you know all the im
portant files you need to
save and do that regularly,
that may be enough.
But do you have the
needed CDROMs to re
store your applications if
they were lost?
Some computer manu
facturers
include
the
CDROMs to restore the
system when it is sold.
Others do not.
If you don't have the

needed CDROMs, it would
be a very good idea to make
a good backup.
I've found two workable
alternatives for today's com
puters with multigigabyte
disk capacities.
The first is backing up to
DVD disks and the second
is backing up to an external
hard drive.

and DVD-RW, the two most
The backup time for 15 Gig
common reusable formats.
was about 1-1 /2 hours.
You will need backup soft
ware to use the DVD burner
as a backup device.
External Hard Drive
My choice is "Backup My
PC."
The other good alternative
This backup program can is an external hard drive.
handle backups that require You can connect the external
multiple DVDs and CDs.
hard drive to your computer,
It does a verfication after backup the entire hard drive
backup is complete. 'Backup
Backing up to DVD disks My PC' is highly rated by in one step, then disconnect
the drive and put it in a safe
PC magazine. List price is place.
A DVD burner (a drive $79.99.
Some drives even offer a
that can write to DVD disks)
In testing this solution, I button that will backup all
is a good way to back up data found I had problems with
the changed files at a single
to compact media.
my first couple of DVD tries. touch (and some backup
A CD burner will work,
My DVD burner was
too, but I have found a full connected to a USB hub in time).
You can readily get a 120
backup loaded with Micro stead of the computer itself.
soft Office and several other Switching to the computer's Gig drive for $200. Drives go
applications can take an an USB port solved the prob as large as 300 Gig.
This is plenty of space for
noying number of CDs.
lem, but I wasted a couple of
My office computer is a DVD+R disks in the process. doing backups for most PCs.
I got a Maxtor 120 Gig
Dell laptop with 15 Giga I highly recommend using
drive
with a one touch but
bytes in user. I can do a full reusable disks (DVD+RW
ton.
The
Maxtor comes bun
backup to three DVD disks.
or DVD-RW) when testing. dled with Retrospect, a very
It would probably have They are more expensive,
taken about 20 CDROMS to but you can use them more respected backup program.
For some reason the "onedo the same thing.
than once.
touch"
button would not
Of course if you have
Prices are coming down. work on my XP computer,
a CDROM burner and no While DVD+R disks are now
DVD burner, the CD unit can generally about $2 apiece but I was able to backup 15
handle the task, particularly and DVD+RW (reusable) Gig of data in about 1-1/4
if your hard drive is not too about $4, I was just able to hours directly running the
software. (Add another 1large.
get some DVD+R disks for 1/4 hours for the verification
If you are buying a DVD one dollar a piece.
time.)
burner, be sure you get one
that supports both DVD+RW

Final Thoughts

Both methods of
backup require the :
chase of a drive (if vot
not have one) and poss
software as well.
You must decide I
valuable the data on v
computer is to you.
In an office situai
these costs are low enoi
and the costs of rebu
ing a machine and c
high enough that a bad
process should be in pi,
Admittedly the these pr
can be high on a stud
budget, but you also g
more storage space or
ability to burn CDs
DVDs.
The most
import
thing is to dedde what
your computer is re£
important to you, and h<
a good way to save it if a
thing goes wrong.
If you have questit
about
computer
se
rity or ideas you woi
like addressed in this c
umn, you may email
itsecurity@pacific.edu.
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band: $ (undisclosed amount)

make-up & wardrobe: $7000

soy cappuccinos: $250
camera crew: $ 1200 a day

you are here: priceless

hoobostank
3 h|i

Go to mastercard.com to apply for an internship making a music video for the band Hoobastanlc
there are some things money can't buy, for everything else there s MasterCai .
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Horizons: Sonom

By Karo Buchanan

wine that has put this region
of California on the map.
The most notable aspect
There are countless places of Sonoma County is the
throughout
California, character and disposition
across this great nation, and of its inhabitants. A day of
all around the world for wine tasting here will not
that matter, which beckon only bring pleasure to your
me. When I drove through palate, but also to your soul.
Sonoma County for the first The owners of the wineries
time, I sighed, "Someday, take pride in pampering and
I could live here for a long educating their guests. Their
while!" There is something unique manner is as far from
immeasurably serene about condescending as is possible.
the repetitive rows of grape They masterfully share their
vines lining the road on wealth of knowledge without
either side, rolling their way relating even a hint of supe
up the soft hills that rise in riority. The pretentiousness,
the distance. An occasional which so often floods the
winery appears with simple, world of wine and viticul
tasteful architecture and in ture, is nowhere to be found
viting gardens, drawing you in a Sonoma winery. Down
in to taste the exceptional to earth, casually dressed
Staff Writer

proprietors converse rather
than schmooze with their
visitors while their children
and pets play in the tasting
room.
An appreciation for a fine
glass of wine, and the capa
bility of this sophisticated
beverage to enhance any
meal has long been charac
teristic of cultures around
the globe. Learning about
wine and its history increas
es cultural awareness and
produces a heightened ap
preciation in every sense of
the word. There is no better
setting for this experience to
take place than Sonoma. (It's
only an hour and 45 minutes
from campus; expand your
horizons today!)

google.com

SONOMA: The beautiful hills and valleys of Sonoma County house not only a rich, lush landscape but
also some of the world's best wine. The awe-inspiring views are well worth traveling to see.

The Capacity for terror
By Mora Title

being a "psychopath," or is
there more to this argument?
College Republicans
Does evil exist?
Those of us who believe
Every action can be justi
fied according to a person's in God will undoubtedly
background, social envi say yes, good and evil do
ronment, genetic makeup, exist. Simultaneously, athe
ists label this as a very sim
etc. Or can it?
If you have two people plistic mindset, for 'in-depth
who grew up in the same psychological analysis' has
household, with the same shown us that there are
parents, and are brought countless factors leading to a
up with the same moral person's mental instability.
Approaching this view, I
values, how does one end
up a social worker, while think Ronald Reagan sums it
the other becomes a serial up best when he said: "They
killer? Where's the missing say the world has become too
link in this puzzle? Can we complex for simple answers.
feasibly identify everyone They are wrong. There are
who deviates from ac no easy answers, but there
cepted social behavior as are simple answers. We must

have the courage to do
what we know is morally
right." In the same vein,
Winston Churchill said,
"The destiny of man is
not measured by material
computation. When great
forces are on the move in
the world, we learn we are
spirits-not animals."
Would I agree that there
are people who are men
tally disturbed, or insane?
Yes. However, I wouldn't
go so far as to attribute all
of the horrors existing on
this planet to this notion.
I can't realistically say that
even if Hitler was psycho-

See TERROR page 6

SOCIAL
JUSTICE
WEEKLY
Newborn'd gay marriages
By Suzcnne Vvbornev

Perspectives Editor

Late U.S. Supreme Court
Associate Justice Louis D.
Brandeis once said, "If we
desire respect for the law,
we must first make the
law respectable." Known
for his liberal rulings on
the bench, Brandeis aptly
recognized that just be
cause something is a law,
it does not mean that law
represents what is truly
right. What is right, re
gardless of what is law, is
an issue of contention in
the current power struggle
between San Francisco's
Mayor Gavin Newsom and
Governor Schwarzenegger.
Over the weekend, the Re
publican governor ordered
state Attorney General Bill
Lockyer to stop the samesex marriages authorized
by Newsom, telling NBC's
"Meet The Press" that al
lowing gay marriage to
take place would be tan
tamount to San Francisco
handing out licenses for
assault weapons or drugs.
Lockyer called the order
preposterous and his re
sponse to Schwarzeneg
ger's command in the San
Francisco Chronicle, was
"the governor can direct
Highway Patrol. He can
direct the next Terminator
4 movie if he chooses. But
he can't direct an indepen
dently elected attorney
general."
Aside from committing
obvious slippery slope
assumptions,
Schwar
zenegger's vehement fight
against gay marriage ap
pears to stem not so much
from a deep respect for
law (as evidenced by his
violation of state campaign
finance law in the recent

gubernatorial race), but
rather from a conservative
Republican stance which
views homosexuality as
wrong.
By using his executive
powers to approve gay
marriage, Newsom, San
Francisco's mayor, a mar
ried Irish Catholic and the
originator of the current
controversy, flouted the
2000 California ballot ini
tiative Prop. 22 that codi
fied marriage as between a
man and a woman. He told
CNN that he felt compelled
to uphold not the law, but
the California state consti
tution which defends gay
marriage under its equal
protection clause.
FTe
said, "Guys like me come
and go, but there are cer
tain principles that I hold
dear...The principle of non
discrimination, of advanc
ing human rights and civil
rights, affirming marriage,
affirming relationships and
families, like we've done
for 3,000-plus couples,
that's significant."
Following in Massachu
setts' legal footsteps, San
Francisco's City Hall has
given marriage licenses to
over 3,174 couples since its
start date of Feb. 12. And
with the deluge of joyful
same-sex couples coming
from all over to have their
unions legally recognized,
the controversy over gay
marriage does not appear
to be coming to a halt any
time soon.
Having closely followed
the gay marriage battle
over the past year, I feel
that constitutional amend
ment or not (which Bush
introduced this week), gay
marriage is a non-issue
which has become divisive

See NEWSOM page 6
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Letters
Letter to the Editor,

Vagina. I still can't say
spell the word without
inging just a little. How,er, I can say it a bit easier
ter attending the opening
jformance of "The Vagina
lonologues" on Friday, Feb.
felt compelled to attend
e show because Dave Bellan talked me into buying a
cket. He said it was a good
[use and that I would get a
tout of the performances.
Like most men, I was very
juctant to even ask for a
Aet, much less pay $7 for
k. Yet I am glad I did.
Upon my arrival at Long
eater, I noticed I was one
iabout five men waiting for
le doors to open.
To say I felt uncomfortis an understatement.

As more and more women
came through the door, very
few men did. I was not sur
prised by this. I mean, how
many men would want to
see something named after
a vagina?
I took my seat and looked
through the program given
to me at arrival. I noticed
that this wasn't just a perfor
mance about women talking
about vaginas, but a world
wide effort to end violence
against women.
I then looked at the cast,
consisting of students, facul
ty, and staff, which intrigued
me. Then the lights went
down and the show began.
I was blown away by the
performances of the women
on stage. Every woman,
young and young at heart,
gave compelling mono
logues, funny monologues,

www.thepacifican.com

the Editor
to
monologues which crossed
the line with women's sexu
ality. It was a journey that
took me through the vagina.
It was a journey that was
exciting, fascinating, and
awe-inspiring. I left "The Va
gina Monologues" a different
person than when I arrived.
A woman asked me while I
walked to my car if I was a
"vagina activist," to which I
enthusiastically responded
"Yes, I love vaginas!"
I encourage anyone who
has never seen "The Vagina
Monologues" to see it next
year, as I am sure this is more
than just an annual event.
I encourage women and
men to write their own
monologues, their own sto
ries to hopefully perform
next year, I know will.
It's time for men to become
as active as women in the

fight to stop men's violence
against women and to become
Vagina Warriors with the rest
of the world.

Respectfully submitted,
Daniel Faill, New Vagina
Warrior, Graduate Resident
Director

google.com

EVE ENSLER: A playwright and activist, she wrote "The Vagina
Monologues" to increase awareness about violence towards
women.
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TERROR from page 4
logically disturbed, everyone
else who agreed to follow
his authority had a mental
defect as well.
The relevancy in whether
or not someone believes evil
exists resides in how indi
viduals deal with inhumane
actions.
For example, someone can
take into account the fact that
Saddam Hussein organized
the murdering of millions of
people, and say that he never
felt loved as a child, and this
was his way of getting re
venge. It's not right, but it's
almost foreseeable, given the
inadequate care during his
youth.
Or, someone could recog
nize that he was an evil manend of story. And one would

then also recognize that evil
tyrants should be dealt with
accordingly. Some would ar
gue that this is a very narrow
mindset; Saddam Hussein is
human too, with feelings and
emotions.
He can't simply be labeled
as, "evil," since there really
isn't such a thing. Therefore,
we should try to understand
how and why he brutally
raped, murdered, and os
tracized millions of people,
rather than just resorting
to labeling him in a certain
manner.
The problem lies in how
we, as people, come to terms
with cruelty. When faced
with a significant threat,
should we choose to ignore
it in the hope that it will go
away?
Or, in acknowledginghistorical atrocities, do we

realize ipfneed to confront
them? Peace would be a
great thing; I can imagine
myself drinking lemonade
on the beach in my own
Utopia.
But the truth is, crime ex
ists, and it's getting worse.
You can forget about leaving
your front door unlocked.
All of my articles have
come to focus on one thingthe war on terror.
There are terrorist regimes
that would love for America
to be wiped off the face of the
planet, and it's not because
America has done something
to hurt their feelings. And
even if we did, how is terror
ism a justification for this?
Once again, Ronald Rea
gan, addresses my point: "I
have seen the rise and fall of
Nazi tyranny, the subsequent
cold war and the nuclear

NEWSOM from page 4

modbee.com

GAY MARRIAGE: This joyful same-sex couple was one out of thou
sands granted a marriage license by S.F. City Hall. Gay marriage
has become a polarizing controversy which will be a wedge issue in
this year's presidential election.
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1439 N. El Dorado St, Stockton

(Corner of El Dorado & Hardinq]
Fax 467-0320

due to ignorance and im
proper rhetoric. We, as a
nation, are evidently bored
and ill-educated if we have
nothing better to do than
to spit upon the happiness
of individuals who are in
love. Anyone who has seen
a single photograph of the
newly married same-sex
couples emerging from San
Francisco City Hall would
have difficulty admitting
that it wasn't heart-warm
ing and touching.
While I personally choose
to support gay rights,
I hardly see how those
who don't, sleep any the
worse at night because two
people of the same sex are
married. When protesters,
usually from religious fun
damentalist backgrounds,
claim that gay marriage
demoralizes the sanctity of
marriage, I'd like to shout
back, "No! What under
mines the sanctity of mar
riage is people like Britney
Spears who are allowed to
get married when they are
not even sober and do not
even stay married for more
than 55 hours!"
What does not under
mine the sanctity of mar
riage, however, are couples
who have waited in the rain
and slept on a sidewalk
overnight to be married, a
description filled by thousands of same-sex couples

nightmare
that
for
fifty years
haunted the
dreams of
children ev
erywhere.
During
that
time
my genera
tion defeat
ed
totali
tarianism.
As a result,
your world
is
poised
for
better
tomorrows.
What will
you do on
your jour
ney?"

REAGAN: Even today, Reagan inspires you- g
republicans to fight back against terror. I r is z.i
capacity for terror which leaves us vulnerac e :
terrorist attacks.
11 Lai1 it:u.

Francisco City Hall. This
sort of dedication and com
mitment illustrate a respect
for marriage that many
heterosexual couples cannot
demonstrate.
These couples were genu
inely in love and committed
to each other- what other
prerequisites for marriage
do there need to be? The city
of San Francisco is bringing
that same claim to the table
since it is, to a firestorm
of press, suing the state of
California for its discrimi
natory marriage laws. It is
inspiring to see a municipal
government challenging a
state in the name of freedom
and equality. It is also em
barrassing and shameful to
me that a nation that loudly
proclaims the importance
of freedom to the countries
we bomb, would deny such
freedoms to its very own
citizens. Considering the
way Americans consistently
devalue the concept of
marriage, as is seen in our
soaring divorce rates, how
can we have the audacity to
withhold this basic human
and constitutionally-backed
right to those who still have
faith in the institution of
marriage? To deny same-sex
couples the right to marry is
to not only tell them that
that they don't count, but
it also conveys the message
that they are not people, at
least not in the sense that

siraigru people aic.
country with genera:; ^
Americans who have fc valiantly against pre:-;
and for civil rights, th:
pathetic.
While conservative1- a c
the nation may continue
vilify Mayor Newsorr
allowing gay marria
personally applaud him
this bold and heroic act. i
courage to stand up to a
mophobic nation and pm
dent has inspired the d<
of Sandoval County in X
Mexico to also start mar
ing gay couples. Hopetm
the other counties who ci
about standing up to t
rich, old, white men v.
run this place will fob:
suit. Famous civil disobe.
ence advocate Henry Dav
Thoreau said over 150 vea
ago, "If... the machine
government... is of such
nature that it requires vc
to be the agent of injustice
another, then, I say, break tf
law." Civil disobedience
still relevant today and fu
thermore, it is necessary: Th
gay marriage ban promote
by President Bush and his il
is a grave injustice to huma
dignity and human right:
If what Mayor Newsom di
was "defiant," then let th
defiance continue until ther
is a separation of church an.
hate. Gay marriage shouh
be recognized for what i
truly represents; love.
im
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\onoloQues raise issues, funds
And though
each monologue
came through
with power and
emotion, there
were
notably
few that really
got the crowd
roaring.
Towards the
end of the first
act, Lex Scheuble confronted
the items that a
woman uses for
the care of her
private place in
"My Angry Va
gina." The dis
cussion about
tampons
and
douche
were
highlight
by
Scheble's irri
tated voice and
demeanor. She
Photograph by Gary Armagnac

was

mad

and

GOOD CAUSE: This year's production of the Vagina Monologues raised over $10,000 which will benefit
the Son Joaquin's Women's Center and the women of Juarez, Mexico where over 300 women have been

vagina was
cienmteiy

raped and murdered.

g°a?g awaY-

Bv Tom Cuslidae
M/ f
Staff Wntei

debunked any notion that a worn-

Though lace

an's va§ina is a bad thing'claiming

withf ° ^ Scheble 8 Presentatlon
that all women secretly love to talk was flawless.
about their vaginas. The appreciaJennifer Plasmeyer presented the
tive crowd erupted with praise opening monologue of the second
lauehter Jch time a reader act, "My Vagina, My Village a beau8
tifully done piece despite chronic
™ ^ ^ Vagj[na Mono. coughing from the crowd.
logues" creator Eve Ensler's
The lights seemed to dim a little
pieces, two beautifully written more durmg the gut wrenching acmonologues by Pacific students count of a Bosnian woman raped by
were showcased
soldiers. Horrifying and poignant,
Tara Innes presented a mono- Plasmeyer evoked deep ^P3^;
logue about an abused woman
Andreanna Burns mono^e "e
while Carrie Snider related an Liked to Look at It discussed becomexperience of being raised like ing comfortable with sexuality and
a boy. Snider's piece, which she self.
Burns was elegant during the readpresented without reading from a
binder, was visually amazing. Both
The 25 different pieces, which
students presented well-written,
included shorter segments about
thought-provoking pieces.
The "lists" were also humor- having a first period and the smell of
.... , „c,.,orc "down
down there," were as varies
varied as the
°us an aPRVavavina women who presented them,
t0^T!
to
c]aest
b0
ls hk
1 ^'
'°'"l
^ „l!
' what would
In a performance that got everyone
e
J-^g,Briggs gave an account of a
^ WQrd/what w^uld sex worker who only performed ser-

_
, „
. „
The word vagma was once considered dirty and maybe even a bit
disrespectful. Less than 30 years ago
shame and horror were associated
with the mere mention of the word.
The same can't be said today - espe
cially on the Pacific campus.
On the opening night of "The Va
gina Monologues" last Friday, 23 stu
dents and staff members celebrated
the essence of being a female in the
two-hour production.
Directed by Megan C. Briggs, and
in its second year of production on
campus, it was obvious that the mes
sage is still as important as ever.
The black and red set for the show
was adorned with coffeehouse like
tables and chairs, looking more like
a comfortable hangout then a theater
stage. Before the thow even began,
the Long Theater was buzzing with a
majority of females - young and old
it say?" the answers were both in- vlc;fs oJ1 womenalike.
spirational and comical.
"Make VaS'nas HaPPy
And then, the women took the
^e overall crowd response was something a little extrai or he crowa
stage with a bang as they chanted positive especially when the ladies Toward theend the '^in&Bjf^
powerful messages. Jenny Treadwell,
wearing fire"engine'"red pants and said, "slow down" as ™ an'™e'
,if 0rga°sms a woman can have
ed
a black shirt with
t ea AU
Walter's "te character was a former lawyer
M
rj
andKate
i" long
1 ^ rmoom
1 // '!
Alita Maeorlamand
K*Waftehs
around her neck proclaimed, vagina
8 md confident durj
warriors are everywhere.
, . r .
,
See V-DAY page 8
The brilliantly blunt monologues the funny interpretations.
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50 First Dates is
a great date film

Spillin' the Beans...
A column reviewing local ma anr) pa cafeo

IF YOU HAVE A FAVORITE LOCAL SPOT YOU WOULD LIKE US TO
REVIEW, OR IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO "SPILL THE BEANS" YOURSELF,
E-MAIL PACIFICANLIFESTYLES@PACIFIC.EDU
HOLIDAY CINEMAS 8
6262 WEST LANE, STOCKTON, CA
(209) 955-5680

FRI-THURS: (02/27-03/04/2004)
THE PASSION OF CHRIST- R "NO
PASSES"
FRI-SUN: (10:30,1:20,2:30,4:10,5:30) 7:00,8:
30,9:45
MON-THURS: (1:20,2:30,4:10,5:30) 7:00,8:
30,9:45
TWISTED- R "NO PASSES"
FRI-SUN: (11:35,2:10,4:35) 7:35,10:10
MON-THURS: (2:10,4:35) 7:35,10:10
BROKEN LIZARD'S CLUB DREAD -R "NO
PASSES"
FRI-SUN: (11:25,2:00,4:45) 7:45,10:15
MON-THURS: (2:00,4:45) 7:45,10:15
EUROTRIP- R "NO PASSES"
FRI-SUN: (11:50,2:25,4:50) 7:25,10:00
MON-THURS: (2:25,4:50) 7:25,10:00
CONFESSIONS OF A TEENAGE DRAMA
QUEEN- PG "NO PASSES"
FRI-SUN: (12:15,2:35,5:00) 7:40,9:50
MON-THURS: (2:35,5:00) 7:40,9:50
50 FIRST DATES- PG13
FRI-SUN: (11:45,2:15,4:30) 7:15,9:30
MON-THURS: (2:15,4:30) 7:15,9:30
BARBERSHOP 2-PG13
FRI-SUN: (4:20) 9:35
MON-THURS: (4:20) 9:35
YOU GOT SERVED- PG13
FRI-SUN: (11:40,1:55) 7:10
MON-THURS: (1:55) 7:10
MYSTIC RIVER- R
FRI-SUN: (11:30)
STOCKTON CITY CENTRE CINEMAS 16
SHOWTIMES-Fri 2.27.04 To Thu 3.04.04
"Twisted" (R) Ashley Judd *NO PASSES
12:05,2:35,5:00, 7:25, 9:40
'Broken Lizard's Club Dread" (R) *NO PASSES
11:40,2:25,5:05,7:35, 10:00
"Havana Nights" (PG13) *NO PASSES
11:25, 1:55,4:55,7:05,9:55
"The Passion Of The Christ" (R) On Three
Screens!
*10:30, 11:00, 12:30,1:20, 1:50,3:20,4:10,4:40.
6:30, 7:00, 7:30, 9:10, 9:45, 10:15
*No 10:30am show Mon-Thu
Welcome To Mooseport" (PG13) Gene Hackmai
Ray Romano *NO PASSES
11:20,2:10,4:35,7:20, 9:50
"Confessions of A Teenage Drama Queen" (PG)
*NO PASSES
11:45,2:20,4:50,7:05, 9:15
"The Gospel of John" (PG13) * NO PASSES
12:10,4:00
"Eurotrip" (R) *NO PASSES
11:40,2:15,4:45, 7:15, 9:30
"Against the Ropes" (PG13) Meg Ryan Omar
Epps *NO PASSES
11:55,2:30,5:10,7:40, 10:10
"50 First Dates" (PG13) Adam Sandler Drew
Barrymore
11:30, 2:00, 4:30, 7:10, 9:35 "Barbershop 2"
(PG13) IceCube
11:05, 1:40,4:15,6:50, 9:20
"Miracle" (PG)
12:15,3:10,6:40, 9:30
"Monster" (R) Charlize Theron
1:05, 1:45, 4:20, 6:55, 9:25 "The Butterfly Effect'

TOGETHER AGAIN: Adam Sandle
up again in this funny, "date" film

convenient location-*.
Student discounts..,
Friendly service!

By Mikey Vu

Gengiskv@aol.com
Movie Critic

467-7500
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"FORGEIN FILM SERIES"
; DIRECTED BY
AI^XANDER ROGOZHKIN

1 • •
2/26-:.

(R)

Ashton Kutcher
7:45pm, 10:10
'Lord Of the Rings: The Return of the King" (PG13) Viggo Mortensenl 1:15, 3:30, 8:00
www.signaturetheatres.com
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V-DAY from page 7
who loved to hear moans.
nine thought untapped as
From the "wasp" to the each strong voice presented
"Grace Slick," the moans facts about the real lives
were illustrated by Brigg's females lead. Domestic vio
powerful vocals that over lence, childbirth, first times,
powered the crowd. Briggs' and loving oneself were only
monologue reading can be the beginning of what the
considered nothing less than crowd- including the men
stellar.
- were allowed to explore
The women left no femi during the monologues.

With a portion of the money
being donated to the Wom
en's Center of San Joaquin,
the cause and show were
definitely worth the money
spent.
The only problem with
"The Vagina Monologues"
is its one-weekend-only run.

and Drew Barrymore team

was blatantly obvious th^|
someone in the editing roooB
was sleeping, because I sure^
In 50 First Dates, Adam was. Besides this, the plot, j
Sandler plays Henry Roth, a although extremely saccha- j
marine vet who falls in love rine, kept me awake for the
with Lucy (Drew Barrymore), majority of the movie. As
a woman who suffers from the story manages its way J
short-term memory loss. At along, however, it hits points1
first glance, you'll probably of sentimentality followed
expect another typical Adam by slapstick that make us
Sandler film.
Ladies and wonder whether or not it is
gents this is (luckily) not the ok to laugh. It's kind of like
case this time. Taking a cue that time my friend tripped
from his more serious roles over a branch and I laughed,
(Punch Drunk Love) Sandler, but then I realized that he
for the most part, plays the tripped off a cliff. Don't
straight man to his walking worry, he was okay.
Hawaiian stereotype Ula (Rob
Easily the best cameo
Schneider). When Henry real in this film is by Samwise
izes that Lucy can't remember Gamgee himself, Sean Astin.
him, he tries to make her fall His sole purpose in this film
in love with him everyday as was to show that he wasn't
he waits for her memory to a lard ass anymore. Anyone
clear.
remember when you saw
It was nice to see Sandler him again in the first Lord
playing a subtler role, a of the Rings? Let's be hon
welcome departure from his est here people, I wasn't the
usual over the top parts. Usu only one that thought that he
ally I don't use the word cute, had eaten Rudy I will admit,
but 50 First Dates was just however, that the other cam
that, it was a very cute date eo by Dan Aykroyd left me
movie. The main thing that wishing that Ghostbusters 111
makes this story more enjoy was more than a fantasy.
able is that the actors aren't
As a word of advice, don't
unrealistically drop dead gor go into this expecting to see
geous, but it looks like they something groundbreaking
are having so much fun that or new, hell this formula is
they nearly glow onscreen. about as fresh as the dining
Sure there are the requisite hall food. Think of it as two
barf jokes, but the story flows parts Sleepless in Seattle, half
along pretty well for the most a cup of Groundhog's Day,
part.
with a dash of Gallagher for
Despite the movie's gen good measure. Shake well,
eral appeal, we are shown serve chilled, and enjoy with
in painfully repetitive detail reserve.
the result of each of the 50
My Grade: Bdates that he asks her on. It

Pacific for 95 Years
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WELL, LAST WEEKEND WAS SO
EXCITING, I FELT THAT I HAP TO
SHAPE IT WITH SOMEONE/ SO
WITHOUT FUPTHEP
/ V . — A D O , H E P E I T IS...
TH£ 0|s,e AfsIC> ONLY
LsUOpi OFTEN IMITATED, BUT
J2A . 3r
NEVEP DUPLICATED,.

I KICKED THE WEEKEND OFF WITH
A LITTLE POCK CLIM61NS...
^

...AND THEN I FOUND MYSELF
WPESTLINS CPOCS IN THE... £P,
WHY IS THE WATEP ABOVE ME?

WHY DO X ALWAYS ACCIDENTALLY
PUT ONE SLIDE IN UPSIDE-DOWN?

?
\

(

isi IM PAC-I Fi£~<&. HoTM A (L., ioM
&NTUPED INTO UNEXPLOPED
JtQHS, DEEP WITHIN THE EAPTH

fly Nichols

HOKOS0OP2S

ixy GurumJ

''j

srturous week." This
"e more likely to
j«n pdvetfgBI when you
?Wr short! journey. No
1 to go very far, just
Place you've®lted to
before. Today is also
wdjday to surprise a
« Fiend with news or

•r-erent strokes for
•"snt folks." This
great J|ay to expose
to other points
^Weather than clash
QTLof them, listen
;ctfi^r
to
their
Then, only if
• ^elyJJec&ssary, try
iningfyour jpsition.
"Y nappy person.
>e BraT day possible
'owing off the quali

ties that make you different and unique. This
couLj^nvolve wearing your
favorite clothes, sharing

others

your

most

mingle with lots of people,
It's a great day to go to a
popular restaurant, movie
theatervvpr staffer

unique

"Out in front." This week

Cancer
_
"Take Time fotfffsoth."
This week you'll have
dual needs. On one hand,
you'll want to take part
in social activities. At
the same time,
some time al^»,-Tnis\teek
you should pl^n time with
others, and try to go s|§eplace quiet; where yojjpan
spend an hour alone.

much so, tnat you Ishould
put yourself into situations where you can put it
to use. You're especial 1v
effective when you get out
in front @nd lead others
by eJmp^^^P^^^ you
can djfuy for_^^ffosition
in student g^elnment.
Jr
JSrora
"Makeup your mind!"
Taking a long time to make
decisions
won't
benefit
you. In fact, it could
cause you some unneces
sary grief. oday you'll
tend to overanalyze your
options. Flip o coin and
move on with your life :.

l'PeopM-:#dwe b-j" To feel
your'^Wst todgy.^ spend
more time socializing with
others. Attending a party
would Fit the bill per
fectly! But, that's not
the only solution. You
can also go to any crowded
public place where you can

Scorpio
Can you avoid money?

This you may want to try!
Today your judgment regarding the use of money
is at below normal levels.
Try putting off any major
purchases or investments.
You'll also want to avoid
advising others how ;to
spends their mon^.

body to rebuild its natural
defenses.
Aquarius
"The language of Souk,"
Romance this weekJIBKgfefc
great possifRTTijf^ KMr
nonverbal ^||nals grjKfhe
key to improving your
connection.

tor'-going up!" This week
you'll want to spend more
time with someone special.
The stage is set for your
relationshins t°improve
and mature. If possible,
try
planning
saMgUuLTtg
with tftat someodflpecvBl
And don't'^b outside iff
fluencies
int|rt%lpt
yo|§
tinff together.
* fc ,uf '
Capo^ri
"Better shape ifpf" Try
focusing ©n'filtering your
health. To help achieve
the best results today,
try to focus mostly on eat
ing healthy foods and get
ting enough rest for your

When

meeting

eyes and smile express your
true intentions,
Pisces
"Back to the simple
things." Simplicity is your
key to having the most successful and satisfying day.
That means you'll want to
avoid situatjlns thatse^i
overly compllx. Jnstead,
choose to do things in the
simplest mdRtW^^feible.
It's also a great day to
focuPyour time on your favorite places, activities,
and people.
\

i
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The Brown Side of the Truth
Jesus Hernondez

Former Toronto Blue Jay Ail-Star WLLL
By Jimmy Katotakis

Columnist

1

Baseball gets coach

Guest Writer

Dig it, lil pimpin! Got
the mind and the muscle,
Stayin' down on my grind,
Put the crown on the
hustle.
It's back once again,
after an issues absence
its here but under a new
name. Unfortunately my
title for this column last
week wasn't a suitable
name for a sports column
and "the establishment"
didn't like its association
with sports.
In the past few weeks,
Pacific sports have been
on the rise. Women's bas
ketball continuing to get
those W's in the Big West
and has already clinched a
spot in the Big West tour
nament.
Men's basketball con
tinues to be tied for first
in the Big West with three
very crucial home games
remaining. They continue
to extend their winning
streak which has reached
14.
Pacific baseball has just
gotten underway and al
ready junior Alex Graham
has been named Big West
Co-Pitcher of the Week. He
tossed a two-hit shut out

in a 7-0 win over UCLA.
Pacific's softball team
has received a No. 19 rank
ing in the latest ESPN/USA
softball poll. In addition to
being ranked No. 19, ju
nior Natalie King received
her second consecutive
Big West Co-Pitcher of the
Week honor, while her fel
low teammate freshman
Jennifer Curtier was named
Big West Co-Player of the
Week.
How about them Yan
kees? Well how about
them? The not only did
they pulled off the trade

See TRUTH page 12

Pacific baseball will be
coached by former Major
League All-star, Ed Sprague.
A
Stockton-native,
Sprague comes to Pacific
with two World Series titles
and National All-star league
honors. Sprague Pacific base
ball coach Quincy Noble.
"The biggest attraction
was that Pacific is in my
hometown," Sprague ex
plained.
Sprague left Stockton after
high school to play baseball
for the Stanford Cardinal
where he became an AilAmerican in 1988. That same
year, he played on the United
States gold medal-winning
baseball team at the summer
Olympics.
His big league debut came
in 1991 when he was a first
round pick for the Toronto
Blue Jays. Sprague played
for the Blue Jays throughout
the early 1990s when the
team won two World Series
Titles.
For Sprague, baseball is
an honored family tradition.
His father, Ed Sprague Sr.
was a long-time baseball
scout for the Baltimore Ori
oles and enjoyed a brief ca-

FORMER PRO: Paicifc men's baseball team has a new he:::
with amazing credentials. Ed Sprag is a former Major Le::.
Star and Olympic gold medalist,

reer in the major leagues as a
pitcher for the Orioles.
For all the recognition
Sprague has received as a
player, simpler things brought
him to coaching. "The biggest
attraction was that Pacific is
in my hometown." Sprague
further elaborated on his de
cision to take over the reins by
sounding very satisfied with
the direction school officials
were pointing. "The adminis
tration has shown a renewed
commitment to the baseball
program. And, Pacific base

$1,000 Scholarship
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
LENA BARNUM-EVERETT SCHOLARSHIP
Every spring the Lena Barnum-Everett Scholarship is awarded to students at Pacific for the following
school year. The $1,000 scholarship will be coordinated, if necessary, with your other financial aid. Appli
cations may be picked up at the Financial Aid Office in Knoles Hall from 8:30 am to 5:00 pm Monday thru
Friday. Applicants must complete an application each year obtain two (2) letters of recommendation from
professors, and get an unofficial transcript from the Registrar's Office. Please submit the original and four
(4) copies of your application package to the Financial Aid Office no later than March 1, 2004. Past recipi
ents, this scholarship does not automatically renew. If you have any questions please contact Gail Johnson
Donor Relations and Stewardship Coordinator in Hand Hall 3rd floor room 319 or call 946-2996.

ball has been under;
ing for too long. The
out there that Pad he i
baseball school."
All signs indicati
Sprague is doing re
to dispel that not:
the recruiting front
brought in experienc
cruiters Steve Pearse
Dixon, and Rob Seln;
of whom posses a <
of college and profe
baseball experience
with Sprague's own.'
teer assistant John Thi
comes from a strong b;
pedigree and has imp:
credentials for such a
coach. While the futur
look bright, Sprague si
that it is not at the e>
of the present. "This
a rebuilding year, \\
compete this year wi
players we have a
back." Sprague cor
that while overall, th
gram has been a disap
ment in terms of win
losses, it has had its
of gems. "We've hat
Reicherts (Pacific alu
Dan Reichert, Kansas
Royals first round
pick, and current To
Blue Jays reliever)
through here, and
had other players di
and signed. There has
a lot of talented player
have played at Pacific

www.thepacifican.com
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Pacific sports b
Softball

The Tigers continued to
stay hot and received na
tional recognition with a
current rank of No. 19 in the
latest ESPN/USA Softball
Collegiate Top 25 poll. The
Tigers
proved
they deserve their
recognition with
a gutsy perfor
mance last week
end against then
ranked No. 7 Ala
bama. Freshman
Jennifer Curtier
proved she be
longs with the
"big girls" with
her first career
intercollegiate
home run to tie
the game. Curtier
was not done, hit
ting a game win
ning home run
in the seventh,
adding an excla
mation mark to a
great days work
with the bat in a
3-2 win.
The Tigers
finished the Palm
Springs Classic
with a goose
egg in the loss
column and four wins. The
Tigers started the tourna
ment with a solid win over
Penn State. Junior Natalie
King stole the show with her
arm, pitching a one hitter
and striking out 11 in the 3-0
victory. Next up was Notre
Dame and the Paific bats did
all the talking putting up 12
runs and 11 hits. Shortstop
Michell Amunciation went
2-3 with three runs batted in.
Catcher Ashlie D'Errico put
on clinic both defensively
and offensively going two for
four with two runs batted in.
The bats stayed alive against
Coastal Carolina as the Ti
gers continued to spank the
ball putting up 10. Lead off
hitter Gina Carbonatto made
life easy for the Tiger hitters
getting on base three times
and scoring all three times.
Sophomore third baseman
Crystal
Presson
added
muscle in the middle of the
batting order going 2-4 and
iiijh Leveies e ved 3

the season over the left field
wall. The Tigers fell 6-1. The
second game was the Alex
Tennis
New heights are reached
Graham show. Graham put
this week as the Co-Rec
The Tigers were out on a clinic giving up only
leagues get their chance for
matched against No. 29 two hits in a complete game
glory. Do you know someone
ranked Virginia on Feb 21, 5- shut out as the Tigers won
on
a Co-Rec team? - They're
2. Sophmore sensation Arnar 7-0.
likely playing in the Main
Gym. Have an urge to watch
Women's Water
some Men's AA games? Last
Polo
years champs, are, as the
name implies, defending their
Pacific
finally
crown. Come out to the South
entered the win
Gym and watch them take on
column at the UC
the Ballaticianz this Sunday at
Davis Tournament
8:00 p.m. This is bound to be
beating UC Santa
an intense, down to the wire,
Cruz 10-8. Sopho
game featuring glorious 3's
more Julia Snyder
and mad dunks.
led the Tigers with
LAST WEEK IN INTRAthree goals. The
MURALS:
Tigers lost a close
Last week showed the in
match
against tensity brewing to the brim.
Santa Clara in the Teams are beginning to find
opening
round their grooves and learn what
of the UC Davis works best. Some break out
Tournament 10-8. teams have been Intentional
The Tigers fol Ground in Men's B West, Phi
lowed that loss Delta Chi in Men's C Red,
with two others, I Ada Pie Twice in Men's B
losing to Arizona South, and Street Ballaz in
State 10-4 and CS Napolean.
Opponents be
Bakersfield
13-5 ware; these are some of the
before beating UC teams to beat.
Santa Cruz.
GAME OF THE WEEK:
Athletic department
This Sunday try to make
Womens Basketball
it over to the Main Gym to
see POUSA take on Jessie B.
The Tigers suffered a tuff in Co-Rec. In a game where
Sigursson handled his oppo
nent with ease winning 6-0 loss by the hands of UC women dominate the key
and 6-3 as the No. 2 singles Santa Barbara Gauchos 65- and men try their luck from
player. The other bright spot 41. Seniors Gillian d'Hondt 3-point land, Co-Rec offers
was Sophmore Tyler Black and Corinne Wong led a new spin on an old game.
who played number six the way with nine points So get out of your rooms and
singles winning his match apeace. The Tigers came out come see some basketball, Coin straight sets 6-4, 6-4. What flat shooting a measly 27 Rec style!
a difference a day makes as percent from the floor and
PLAYER OF THE WEEK:
the No. 22 brought different committing outrageous 22
results for the Tigers. Pacific turnovers.
Tiger reshman picked a
beat American 4-2 as Arnar
great
game to show the se
Sigursson, Tyler Black, Vladi
niors
they
too can help carry
mir Zdravkovic, and Lennart
the
team
in
the stretch run.
Maack all won in straight
Freshman
Jessie
Menkens
sets.
and Jessican Brantley both
scored 19 points in a 78-69
Baseball
over Cal Poly. Menkens hit
Men's
5
three pointers, grabbed 6
The Tigers broke even with
Pacific vs Col State
UCLA winning one and los rebounds, and added 5 as
ing one last weekend. The sists.
third game was canceled
CORRECTION: The photo
Men's Basketball
due to rain. In the first game that was placed on the front page
Pacific vs Cal State Fullerton
UCLA pitchers did a good job last week of Miah Davis was
keeping Pacific hitters guess not taken by the photographer
Baseball
ing. Junior Brandon Cottier stated. The photographer who
gave the Tigers its only run actually took the picture can be
Pacific vs Saint Mary's
with his first home run of reached at geophoto@aol.com

five runs batted in.

Gam

Photograph by Arash Behnam

John Yoshimura, of Bubb
Rubb, deserves player of
the week for his outstanding
play in Men's A on Sunday
night. Opening up the first
half, John went 7-8 from
the field, 4-4 from the free
throw line, four assists, and
two steals. Ending the night
with 27 points, seven assists,
four rebounds, and three
steals, John showed why he
is an essential component to
the success of the team.
TEAM OF THE WEEK:
In a phenomenal game
played in the Men's B West
division, Intentional Ground
achieved the century mark
with 100 points in the game.
Their counterparts, Phi Delt,
put on an offensive show
ing as well, racking up 72
points. In most games that
would have been enough to
win, but not last Wednesday.
Intentional Ground, you are
the team of the week.

eek

Let's hear your roar! Support Pacific athletics!

Today

Saturday

•••*

Sunday

Women's Softball
Pacific vs Saint Mary's
* 5 V- Alia

Men's Baseball
Pacific vs Saint Mary's
Men's Tennis
Pacific vs Loyola Marymount
i

Serving Pacific for 95 Years

Swimmers own Big
By Tara Fitzpatrick

Staff Writer

As the four-game swim
meet concluded, the Tiger
women smiled as they
earned their third Big West
Championship last weekend
at UC Irvine. The Pacific
men's swimming team also

medley with a time of 2:
02.99.
Though these seniors will
be missed, the tournament
became a forum for the
younger girls to make a posi
tive impression, to reassure
skeptics that the team will
still be strong, even in the ab
sence of the mighty seniors.

spots in the 50 free, with
Junior Vince Martinez tak
ing first with a time of 20.42,
followed by Ivan Serrano and
Will McLaughlin. The last
day of competition the men
proved that they were not go
ing to give up, winning three
of six of the day's events.
Junior JP Russell had a win

Streak reaches t
Bv Arash Behnam

Sports Editor

The Tigers escaped unscratched against UC Santa
Barbara last Thursday.
The game was tied with
1:17 seconds left in the
game at 57-57.1 **
The
Pacific defe
stepped up and
up a point the rest of the
game winning 61-58.
Miah Davis led a bal
anced offense with 15
points. Guillaume Yango
chipped in 10 and grabbed
8 rebounds.
The Tigers continued
their streak reaching 10
wins with a victor}' over
Cal Poly.
Davis led the Tigers
again with 17 points and
five rebounds.
Sophomore
Christian
Maraker added 16 points
and 10 rebounds to the

scoreboard.
Yango again was in d
ble figures with 15 poi
and Senior Tom Cockle ad
ed 13 putting all five starters
in double figures.
Tyler
Newton
proved his value of the
«4^f^^^^fe^noints and
.mm
trve rebounds.
With two games jkpfc be
fore the tournament,
j men's basketfipll
to finish str
continue to add tol
streak.
The Tigers have the-ciepth
•and balanced scoring attack
as well as a good team de
fense to start thinking about
wearing the glass slipper
come March.
But before thinking Cinderalla, the Tigers need to
take care of buisness in the
stretch run and conference
tournament play.

Athletic Department

BIG WEST: Women's swim team won the Big West for the third year in a row, last weekend at UC Irvine.
The Pacific men's swim team fared well and coach Danny May won Big West Coach of the Year.

fared well, however, only the
women left victoriously.
The women swimmers
showed their tremendous
strength by winning 14 of 21
events throughout the meet,
and by sweeping all five
relays.
On the final day of compe
tition, they secured the title
by holding six of the top 10
spots in the 100 free sytle, the
most points awarded in any
event to one team. When it
all ended, the women 897.5
points, which was an 120
points more than the second
place finisher, the UC Irvine
Gauchos.
Once again, the seniors on
the women's team were the
ones to watch. All-American
Shannon Catalano dominat
ed in the 200 butterfly with
a time of 2:00.53 as well as
in the 100 butterfly, finishing
a whole second ahead of the
rest of the pack with a 54.10.
Sarah Marshall won the
100 and 200 backstroke,
clocking amazing times of
54.68 and a tie with 1:59.26
respectively.
Kris Willey
also helped the team with
a win in the 200 individual

Junior Lindsay McNamee,
who was also an integral part
of the winning relay teams,
won the 100 free with a time
of 0:50.45, proceeded by an
other win in the 200 free with
a time of 1:49.22, providing
the first one-two punch for
the Tigers with Senior Robin
Errecart in second.
The top two spots went to
Pacific for a second time as
Sophomore Jennifer Radecke
won the 500 free with a time
of 4:50.57, followed by Robin
Errecart in second with a 4:
54.09. Radecke was also vic
torious in 1000 free. Finally,
sophomore Laura McDonald
set the pace for the last day
with a win in the 1650 free,
finishing with a 16.57.
Pacific men's swim team
worked extremely hard,
working from a third place
start, to almost edging out
the Guachos. The first day
of individual events saw a
win from junior Jon Radcliff
in the 200 individual medley
with a time of 1:50.43, who
also earned a win in 400 indi
vidual medley with a 3:59.16.
The first day also witnessed
the men sweep the top three

TRUTH from page 10

in the 200 back, while Senior of the Century, A-Rod for
Matt Mills triumphed in the Soriano, but in doing so they
200 fly. The men's 400 free used their mystic. Within
relay team finished the day days of trading away the
league's top second base
strong with a win in 2:59.49.
The coaches received recog man for the game's highest
nition for team's success as paid player, it was revealed
head coach Danny May won that Soriano was in fact 28the Big West Coach of the years old instead of the 26
Year award for his work with that the Yankees had his
age tagged as. Wow, being
the women's team.
For Pacific's swimmers, a Yankee has some big ad
the season ended as well and vantages: big bucks and it
both teams will go down as makes you younger. It also
one of the strongest in Tiger makes you wonder if Hideki
Matsui was really a rookie
swimming history.

last season or if he already
had played in the major
leagues under the alias of
Don Mattingly.
In other major league news
Barry Bonds has said"Thev
can test me every day if they
choose to" (in regards to steroids), I'm pretty sure they
(the league) can now since
BALCO won't be able to sup
ply him.
Grand Hustle man, Mo
hustles than hustle man.
But why the rubber band?
It's representin' the struggle
man!

Athlete of the We
Junior Alex Graha
Simply put, Graham dominated UCLA
ters pitching a near perfect game against a
cific 10 powerhouse. Graham had a no hil
through the first six and two-thirds innii
before giving up back-to-back singles. Gra
ham finished strong, retiring the next seven
batters and finishing with seven strikeouts.
Graham is 2-0 with a 2.08 earned run average
at the start of the season.

